
Adgreen International Corporation

Acnecinamide Day or Night Skin Care, PHA
Gel, 50ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide – PHA Gel ជួយេធឲ ែស ក ត
េ យសំ តេចញនូវកនួលរ ស់ ក មេលែស ក
បេ កែនងែដល នេ គមុនតូច មុនធំ មុនក លេ  េ េលមុខ

និងដងខួន ពិេសសជួយរក កំរតឹ រ តុ ញ់េ េលែស ក។

វធីិេ បៈ ប Acnecinamide PHA Gel
ប ប់ពី ងទឹកស តែស កឲ នល
េ យ ៉ស ឈិញៗេលែស កឲ នសពល។ ប២េ ៣ដងកុងមួយៃថ
រចួទុករយៈេពល៤េ ៉ ងមុនេពលេ រេ ម ឬសក់េចញ តង់កែនងែដល ប។

Combines poly hydroxy acids with acne fighting niacinamide to exfoliate
outer layer of the skin to rejuvenate and clear impurities while unclogging
the pores. The removal of roughness helps skin renewal and restore its
texture. PHA Gel provides rapid relief to dense pimples, blemishes and
acne spots on face and body. It causes no irritation. Eliminates pimples,
blemishes and blackheads on face and body. Exfoliates and rejuvenates
the skin and relieves acne-spots and eases acne marks. Strictly regulates
excessive oil production. Deep cleanses heavily clogged pores. rapid relief
to dense body or facial pimples. Prevents ingrown hair and razor burns.

Directions:
After washing affected areas with acnecinamide Peeling Scrub, massage
acnecinamide PHA Gel into affected areas 2-3 times daily. Leave 4 hours
before applying to shaved or depilated areas. 

Acnecinamide Daily Cleansing Gel, Clean
Day & Night, 150ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide Cleansing Gel ជួយរក សំេណ មេលែស ក
និងេធឲ រផលិត រ តុ ញ់េ េលែស ក នតុល ពេឡងវញិ
េ យេធឲ ែស កទន់ និង សស់ ត ពម ំងសំ តេចញនូវធូលីដីឬែកល
េ សិ ែស ក ប់ ពិេសសសំ តេចញនូវេមេ គេលែស ក
េហយេ ប ន គប់ បេភទែស ក។

វធីិេ បៈ ប Acnecinamide Cleansing Gel េ េពល ពឹក និងេពល ច
ប ប់ពី ងសំ តែស កមុខ នល េ យ ៉ស ឲ សពកែនង។

Acnecinamide Cleansing Gel moisturizes and re-balances oil production,
leaving your texture soft and fresh. Deep cleansing activity of
acnecinamide Cleansing Gel controls over production of spot-forming
germs and clears impurities. Restores the oil-moisture balance with no dry
after feel. Cleans deeply, unclogs the pores. Controls excessive oil
production. Cleans dirt, dead skin cells and spot causing bacteria. Good
for all skin types.

Directions:
Apply acnecinamide Cleansing Gel morning and evening on wet face.
Massage gently into skin. Rinse well. 
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Acnecinamide Daily Cleansing Peeling
Scrub Day or Night, 150ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide Peeling Scrub ជួយកំ ត់កនួលរ ស់ ក មេលែស ក
ពម ំងកំ ត់េចញនូវេ គមុនតូច មុនធំ
មុនក លេ េ យ ន បសិទ ពខស់
ពិេសសេធឲ ែស ក តឡប់មក ន ព សស់ ត

េហយេ ប ន គប់ បេភទែស ក។

វធីិេ បៈ ប Acnecinamide Peeling Scrub េ េពល ពឹក ឬេពល ច
ប ប់ពី ងសំ តែស ក នល េ យ ៉ស ឲ សពកែនង។

Acnecinamide – Peeling Scrub
Effectively fights pimples and blemishes by deep cleansing clogged pores
and removing blackheads bacteria to grow. Removes blackheads, unclog
the pores. Gentle exfoliates dead skin cells. Controls excessive oil
production. Dispels redness, spots and prevents shiny skin. Rejuvenates
and refreshes the skin. Good for oily and mixed skin types.

Directions:
Apply acnecinamide Peeling Scrub morning or evening on wet face.
Massage gently into skin. Rinse well.

Acnecinamide Day & Night Intensive Skin
Care Cream Sensitive, 50ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide Sensitive Intensive Skin Care Cream ជួយព ល
និងែថរក ែស កពីកនួល រ ស់ ក ម កហមអុចៗ
រ រែស កពីេមេ គែដលប លឲ េកត នកនួលរ ស់ កហមអុចៗេលែស ក

និងែថរក ែស កឲ នតុល ពៃន ព សស់ តេឡងវញិ
ពិេសស ជួយសំ តេចញនូវែកល ំងឬ ក មេលែស ក

ជួយរក ែស កឲ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
និងេធឲ ែស ក នស ពទន់រ ស់រេ ង។

វធីិេ បៈ ប េ យេពលសំ តែស ក ន តល
េហយ ប េ តង់កែនងែដលេកត នេ គមុន កនួល រ ស់ ក ម
ឬេ បងេលែស ក។ ប ពីរដងកុងមួយៃថ េហយេជ ស ងេធ ចូលែភក
និងកែនងជំុវញិែភក។

Acnecinamide Sensitive Intensive Skin Care Cream help keeping the skin
pimple free, help prevent skin redness and balance skin tone and
rejuvenates skin texture.

Acnecinamide Sensitive Intensive Skin Care Cream clears the
appearance of imperfections, retains moisture and gives the skin a vibrant
glow.

Direction: After cleansing apply either on pimples or oily, acne prone areas
twice daily. Avoids eyes and eye contours.
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Acnecinamide Day & Night Skin Care Gel
Cream, 50ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide Gel Cream ជួយព ល
និងបំ ត់ ក ម កហមអុចៗេលែស ក និង ក មអុចៗេផ ងេទ ត
ពម ំងជួយឲ មុខ ររនេញសេ េលែស ក នស ពល ប កតីេឡងវញិ
េ យ ច គប់ គង រ តុ ញ់េលស។

Acnecinamide Gel Cream ជួយឲ ែស ក នតុល ពសំេណ មេឡងវញិ
និងព ល ក ម កហមអុចៗ កនួល េ គមុនតូច មុនធំ មុនក លេ
េហយជួយឲ ែស ក នស ពលេឡងវញិ។

វធីិេ បៈ បAcnecinamide Gel Cream
ប ប់ពី រ ងសំ តេ យេ បAcnecinamide Peeling Scrub
េហយ ប ពីរដងកុងមួយៃថ តង់កែនងែដល ន ក ម កហមអុចៗ
និងកែនងែដលេកតេ គមុន េ យេជ ស ងតំបន់ជិតែភក។

Acnecinamide – Gel Cream
Alleviates redness and spots, regulates the functioning of skin pores by
controlling sebum flow facility and over production. All these restore skin’s
moisture balance, sooth blemishes and reduce blackheads and control
pimples.

Acnecinamide Gel Cream a premium product clears spots, uneven
coloration and moisturizes skin to keep it smooth and soft and also help
control excess oil production. Clears pimples, blemishes and spots.
Alleviates redness, spots and controls skin irritation. Reduces excessive
sebum production and thins down sebum. Prevents uneven coloration.
Gives non-oily moisturizing care to the skin. Lessens blackheads and
impurities.

Directions:
After washing with Acnecinamide Peeling Scrub, massage Acnecinamide
Gel Cream into affected areas twice daily. Avoid eye area.

Acnecinamide Day & Night Intensive Skin
Toner Sensitive, 100ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily Intensive Skin Care
Toner ជួយ រ រនឹងេ គមុន និងេមេ គេផ ងៗេទ តេ េលែស ក
េហយ ច រ រ ននូវ រករេកតេ គកនួល កហមអុចៗេលែស ក។ 

Acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily Intensive Skin Care Toner
ជួយបំ ត់ ក មមិនលេ េលែស ក
ជួយឲ ែស ក នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់ និងជួយឲ ែស កទន់េសរ ស់រេ ង
ពិេសសេធឲ រនេញសរមួតូច េហយ រ រធូលីពី ងេ

និងេមេ គេផ ងៗ។

វធីិេ បៈ សំ តែស ករបស់េ កអកេ យេ ប acnecinamide* Sensitive
Skin Care Cleansing Foam ៉ស ឲ សពកែនង
េហយជូតសំ តេ យសំឡីឬ ក ត់សួត ប ប់មកេទប ប
Acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily Intensive Skin Care Toner ឲ សមលម
េ េលមុខែដល ង ត។ ប មួយដង ឬពីរដងកុងមួយៃថ។
េ ប នល គប់ បេភទែស ក និងរក ន១២ែខេ យេពលេបកគំរប
េហយេជ ស ង រទុក តវកំេ ៃថ។

Acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily Intensive Skin Care Toner calms the skin
with Licochalcone A from licorice extract SymSitive*, vitamin B5 and
allantoin vitamin B3, green tea extract camitine, caffeine and resveratrol
help keeping the skin pimple free, help prevent skin redness and balance
tone.

Acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily Intensive Skin Care Toner controls the
appearance of imperfections, retains moisture, soothes and gives the skin
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a vibrant glow.

Directions:
Clean your skin with acnecinamide* Sensitive Skin Care Cleansing Foam
which is a gentle and deep cleaners. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry. Pour
sufficient amount of acnecinamide* Sensitive Daily intensive Skin Care
Toner on a cotton pad and apply on the skin and wait for air dry before any
other applications. Apply after every face wash, once or twice daily. If
irritation occurs use less frequent. Avoid eyes. Rinse with plenty of cold
water if it contacts with eyes. Good for all skin types. Use within 12
months of opening. Store at temperature, keep away from direct sun light.
Keep out the reach of children.

Acnecinamide Skin Care Cleansing Foam
Sensitive Day & Night 150ml, UK Product

Description

Acnecinamide Sensitive Skin Care Cleansing Foam
ហូម ងសំ តេលៃផមុខ េ យជ មះេចញនូវ ពកខក់េ េលែស ក

នឹងេធឲ ែស កមុខ សស់ ល
េហយជួយសំ តេចញនូវ រ តុ ញ់េលសេលែស ក
និងជួយឲ ែស កមុខ នស ពទន់រ ស់រេ ង
ពម ំងជួយឲ ែស ក នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
មួយនឹង រ តុចិ ឹមែស កេផ ងៗេទ ត។

វធីិេ បៈ ញ់ Acnecinamide Sensitive Skin Care Cleansing Foam
ក់កុង តៃដ េហយ បេលៃផមុខែដលសំ តេ យទឹក ត

រចួ ៉ស េ យ មៃដឈិញញីេ មកៗឲ នសពសមលម
េហយរក ទុកពីរបី ទី មុននឹង ងសំ តេចញេ យទឹក។

Acnecinamide Sensitive Skin Care Cleansing Foam

The Precious Cleansing Foam gently cleanses the face and eliminates
impurities to reveal all the freshness of the skin. Its foam texture gives a
unique moment of relaxation, care and suppleness. Removes excessive
oil and creates a vibrant complexion. The rich content of acnecinamide
Sensitive Skin Care Cleansing Foam cares the with nutrients and
emollients, immersing it in moisture and radiance.

Direction: Squirt acnecinamide Skin Care Cleansing Foam in your hand
and apply palm full cleansing foam on your pre-wetted face gently by
massaging with your fingers. Leaves for a few minutes and rinse
thoroughly with lukewarm water. Easy rinse, mild and frequent use
formula suits all skin types. Pad dry after washing your face.

Price USD 10.50

REVIGEN Anti-Stress* Hair Conditioner
Daily Hair Care, 250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Daily Care Conditioner
េ បសំ ប់អប់សក់េ យពី រកក់សំ តសក់េ យ REVIGEN* Anti-Stress*
Shampoo នឹងជួយឲ េ កអក ន រមណ៏ សស់ យ
េហយជួយឲ សក់ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់ សុខ ពល
និងសក់ នស មស់ល។

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ  ឱសថ ន
៉តនេ តម,េពទ រសុ ុ ី,មុខ កលវទិ ល័យវទិ សសុ ភិ ល,ឱសថ នែហ៊ល ស(Help

Plus) គប់ ,ឱសថ នហូលផលេឡស(Gold Palace ផូវ តិេលខ5
ងេជង នេ យច បែហល២០០ម),ឱសថ ន យូែឃរ(U

Care) គប់ ,ឱសថ នច័នេពញវង់, ឱសថ ន ៉ លីេដលីែឃរ(Maly
Daily
Care)េលផូវ ប់ផ រអូរ ំពិកេជ ង ងេជងចំ យ បែហល២០០មពី ច់ ជងផ រ,
ឱសថ ន ហីន(Green)ផូវ៣១០,
ឱសថ នស តេពជជិតផ រទំេនប គីេលផូវ ពះសីហនុ,ឱសថ នមុនីពលៈ,ផ រទំេនប(NC
Market)ផូវកមុ េ មជិតស រឡឺេ បសីុដង់,ផ រទំេនប យ័នទួលេ ក េដម។

វធីិេ បៈ េ យអប់សក់ មួយ REVIGEN Anti-Stress Daily Care Conditioner
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រចួញីេ ញីមកឲ សពកែនងេលែស កក លនិងសក់
េហយទុករយៈេពលពីពីរេ ំ ទី េទប ងសំ តេចញេ យទឹក ត។

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Daily Care Conditioner is comprised of natural
moisturizing oils, vitamins and extracts which gives intensive conditioning
care to the distressed hair.

* Stress related damage can happen to anyone's hair and leave it looking
messy and unhealthy. Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related
damage from many sources: seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea
water, chemical treatments, or bleach, harsh brushing irons.

Oxidative stress related damages may make hair rough , dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color,shine and
elasticity.

REVIGEN* Anti-Stress* Hair Conditioner creates healthy, well
moisturized, shiny looking hair.

REVIGEN* Anti-Stress* Hair Conditioner contains Elm tree bark
proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to hair.

 Replenishes, moistures and protects hair from oxidative stress, smoothes
and detangles hair, leaves hair soft, silky and properly volumized.

 Natural ingredients, vitamins and hair repairing silicones shield hair from
environmental and thermal stresses. Makes hair more manageable.

Direction: After washing your hair with REVIGEN* Anti-Stress* Shampoo,
apply to clean and wet hair. Wait 2-5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.

Price USD 10.50

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo
Anti-Dandruff,250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Anti-Dandruff Shampoo ជួយសំ ត
និងព លេ គអែងរេលែស កក ល ជួយឲ ែស កក ល នសុខ ពល
នឹងជួយឲ សក់ នសុខ ពល ប ប់ រ ជះសក់
េហយជួយឲ សក់ដុះេឡងវញី នល
ពិេសសជួយឲ េ កអក ន រមណ៏ សស់ យ។

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ  ឱសថ ន
៉តនេ តម,េពទ រសុ ុ ី,មុខ កលវទិ ល័យវទិ សសុ ភិ ល,ឱសថ នែហ៊ល ស(Help

Plus) គប់ ,ឱសថ នហូលផលេឡស(Gold Palace ផូវ តិេលខ5
ងេជង នេ យច បែហល២០០ម),ឱសថ ន យូែឃរ(U

Care) គប់ ,ឱសថ នច័នេពញវង់, ឱសថ ន ៉ លីេដលីែឃរ(Maly
Daily
Care)េលផូវ ប់ផ រអូរ ំពិកេជ ង ងេជងចំ យ បែហល២០០មពី ច់ ជងផ រ,
ឱសថ ន ហីន(Green)ផូវ៣១០,
ឱសថ នស តេពជជិតផ រទំេនប គីេលផូវ ពះសីហនុ,ឱសថ នមុនីពលៈ,ផ រទំេនប(NC
Market)ផូវកមុ េ មជិតស រឡឺេ បសីុដង់,ផ រទំេនប យ័នទួលេ ក េដម។

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Anti-Dandruff Shampoo contains Elm tree bark
proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to hair and
revitalizes hair, improves scald conditions, clears dandruff, stops loss and
improves regrowth of hair.

***Stress related damage can be happen to anyone’s one hair and leave it
looking messy and unhealthy.

Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related damage from many sources:
seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea water, chemical treatments,
or bleach, harsh brushing, constant perm, dyes, blow dry, hot curling,
straightening iron.

Oxidative Stress related damages may make hair rough, dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color, shine and
elasticity.
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Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Anti-Dandruff contains Elm
tree bark proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to
hair and revitalizes hair, improves scalp conditions, clears dandruff, stops
hair loss and improves regrowth of hair.

Directions: Apply on wet hair. Massage gently for a couple of minutes till
foaming. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

Price USD 14.50

REVIGEN Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for
Women, 250ml

Description

សំ បេ ក េ ក សីែដល តវ រ ច់នូវ បូ៊កក់សក់ បំប៉នសក់
បណុះសក់ ប រសក់ ជះ ព លសក់ និងេលកកំពស់សុខ ពែស កក ល
ពិេសសេធឲ ន រមណ៏ សស់ យ(Anti-

Stress)ែដល នគុណ ពខស់របស់ បេទសអង់េគស (United Kingdom)។ 

REVIGEN Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for Women is composed of high
performance ingredients, which nourish hair from root to tip and provides
moisture, volume and shiny look while properly conditioning the scald for
new hair regeneration.

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ  ឱសថ ន
៉តនេ តម,េពទ រសុ ុ ី,មុខ កលវទិ ល័យវទិ សសុ ភិ ល,ឱសថ នែហ៊ល ស(Help

Plus) គប់ ,ឱសថ នហូលផលេឡស(Gold Palace ផូវ តិេលខ5
ងេជង នេ យច បែហល២០០ម),ឱសថ ន យូែឃរ(U

Care) គប់ ,ឱសថ នច័នេពញវង់, ឱសថ ន ៉ លីេដលីែឃរ(Maly
Daily
Care)េលផូវ ប់ផ រអូរ ំពិកេជ ង ងេជងចំ យ បែហល២០០មពី ច់ ជងផ រ,
ឱសថ ន ហីន(Green)ផូវ៣១០,
ឱសថ នស តេពជជិតផ រទំេនប គីេលផូវ ពះសីហនុ,ឱសថ នមុនីពលៈ,ផ រទំេនប(NC
Market)ផូវកមុ េ មជិតស រឡឺេ បសីុដង់,ផ រទំេនប យ័នទួលេ ក េដម។

េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។
ស័យ ន កមហុ៊ន ផះេលខC-19, បុរ ីរទិិ ទួលសែង ផូវចូលA2 (សីុធីហូល

City Golf), Tel: 012 716359/ 016 899 118

Revigen Revitalizing Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for Women is composed of
high performance ingredients, which nourish hair from root to tip and
provide moisture, volume and shiny look while properly conditioning the
scalp for new hair regeneration.

Revigen Shampoo for Women is enriched with vitamins, natural oils,
botanical extracts, silk proteins. Revigen Shampoo for Women is
designed for the hairs with special problems and for consumes who seek
special attention to their hair. 

The active ingredients of Revigen shampoo for Women have confirmed
their activity in inducing hair follicle activation for new and healthy hair
shaft formation, promoting thicker hair, improving hair follicles cells
survival, increasing total numbers of hairs and thus stimulate strong,
vibrant and fuller hair.

L-carnitine-L-tartrate, adenosine, t-flavonone, green tea EGCG, hair
nutrient vitamins and minerals conditions the scalp properly, encourages
new hair growth and improves fine strands into thicker hair. You can
create charming, shiny look and healthy hair with Revigen shampoo for
Women.

Directions: Apply to wet hair. Gently massage scalp. Leave it for a few
minutes. Rinse thoroughly with warm water. It is mild enough to be used
on a daily basis. Revigen shampoo for women can be used by anyone
who wants a great shampoo which is beneficial to both hair and scalp.
Unique formula that fits all hair types. Colour safe, pH balanced.
 
Special Note:

•    Revitalising Anti Hair Loss Shampoo
•    For Fine and Thinning Hair
•    Special formula for women pattern hair loss
•    Nourish the hair follicles and act against diminised hair growth
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•    Use on damaged, dull, dry and dyed hair

Price USD 14.50

REVIGEN Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for Men,
250ml

Description

សំ បេ ក េ ក សីែដល តវ រ ច់នូវ បូ៊កក់សក់ បំប៉នសក់
បណុះសក់ ប រសក់ ជះ ព លសក់ និងេលកកំពស់សុខ ពែស កក ល
ពិេសសេធឲ ន រមណ៏ សស់ យ(Anti-

Stress)ែដល នគុណ ពខស់របស់ បេទសអង់េគស (United Kingdom)។ 

REVIGEN Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for Men is a specially formulated and
dermatologically tested anti-hair loss shampoo for fine and thinning hair.

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ  ឱសថ ន
៉តនេ តម,េពទ រសុ ុ ី,មុខ កលវទិ ល័យវទិ សសុ ភិ ល,ឱសថ នែហ៊ល ស(Help

Plus) គប់ ,ឱសថ នហូលផលេឡស(Gold Palace ផូវ តិេលខ5
ងេជង នេ យច បែហល២០០ម),ឱសថ ន យូែឃរ(U

Care) គប់ ,ឱសថ នច័នេពញវង់, ឱសថ ន ៉ លីេដលីែឃរ(Maly
Daily
Care)េលផូវ ប់ផ រអូរ ំពិកេជ ង ងេជងចំ យ បែហល២០០មពី ច់ ជងផ រ,
ឱសថ ន ហីន(Green)ផូវ៣១០,
ឱសថ នស តេពជជិតផ រទំេនប គីេលផូវ ពះសីហនុ,ឱសថ នមុនីពលៈ,ផ រទំេនប(NC
Market)ផូវកមុ េ មជិតស រឡឺេ បសីុដង់,ផ រទំេនប យ័នទួលេ ក េដម។

េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។
ស័យ ន កមហុ៊ន ផះេលខC-19, បុរ ីរទិិ ទួលសែង ផូវចូលA2 (សីុធីហូល

City Golf), Tel: 012 716359/ 016 899 118

Revigen Shampoo for Men is a specially formulated and dermatologically
tested Anti-Hair Loss Shampoo for fine and thinning hair.

Revigen Shampoo for Men creates a clean and nutrient rich environment
for controlling hair loss and for healthy hair growth.
Revigen Shampoo for Men creates a healthy environment for your scalp
and hair. The rich active ingredients of Revigen Shampoo for Men help
promoting properly conditioned hair and scalp. 

Revigen Shampoo for Men gently cleans the scalp. It removes sebum, oil
from hair and prevents dandruff. When used regularly Revigen Shampoo
also helps improve scalp condition. When your scalp conditioned properly,
it is easier to have your hair back.

Revigen Shampoo for Men is composed of natural ingredients such as
procyanidin B2, Serenoa repens extract and beta sitosterol that are well
known in preventing male pattern hair loss. The formula is fortifiedwith
Panax ginseng, nettle and a special mixed plant extracts, natural oils and
hair nutrient vitamins. 

The new line revitalising anti-hair loss Revigen s

Shampoo for Men uses a powerful natural compound known as
procyanidins B2, extracted from apple, which clearly improve the numbers
of hair and the density of hair. Clinical studies have confirmed the
surprising hair growth-promoting effects of apple procyanidins.

Direction: Apply to wet hair. Gently massage scalp. Leave it for a few
minutes. Rinse thoroughly with warm water. It is mild enough to be used
on a daily basis. Revigen Shampoo for Men can be used by anyone who
wants a great shampoo which is beneficial to both hair and scalp. Unique
formula that fits all hair types.

Special Note:

•    Revitalising Anti Hair Loss Shampoo
•    For Fine and Thinning Hair
•    Special formula for men pattern hair loss
•    Nourish the hair follicles and act against diminised hair growth
•    Use on damaged, dull, dry and dyed hair
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Price USD 62.50

Bee Pure Bee Venom Eye Cream, 15gms

Description

Bee Venom Eye Cream បេភទ Cream នលកណៈពិេសស
សំ ប់ បេ ជំុវញិរងង់◌់ែភក កនុយែភក េដម ីបំ ត់ មេ េ េលែស ក
ែដលេកតេចញពី រេដកមិន គប់ ន់ រមួ ំងបណឹងែស ក
ត់បនយ ព ជីវ ជញ ជួយេលកស មស់ែស ក
ប ំងនឹង ព ស់ មវយ័។

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ មប  ឱសថ ននិង ៉តU
Care,ឱសថ ន Help Plus គប់  
េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។

េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។

ស័យ ន កមហុ៊ន ផះេលខC-19, បុរ ីរទិិ ទួលសែង ផូវចូលA2 (សីុធីហូល
City Golf).
Tel: 012 716359/ 016 899 118

Bee Pure Bee Venom Eye Cream:

Bee Pure Bee Venom Eye Cream is designed to immediately lift,brighten
and tighten the eye area, while also providing anti-ageing benefits through
the stimulation of collagen and elastin production. Along with bee venom,
peptides and 20+ manuka honey, we've included Jojoba Oil and Aloe
Vera for extra anti-ageing and healing benefits.

* Softens and reduces the appearance of fine lines.

* Helps with UV damage and pigmentation

* Firms and visibly lifts the skin

* Supports cellular renewal

* Dermatologically tested

* Suitable for all skin types

* Lightens dark circles

* Reduces puffiness

Price USD 75.00

Bee Pure Bee Venom Serum, 30ml

Description

ស មស់ែស កមុខនិងក
ែផកមួយៃន របេងតេ ភ័ណ ពកុង រ ក់ ញែភកអកដ៏ៃទឲ ចូលចិតកុង រ ស័យ

ទំ ក់ទំនងលកុង រ រកុងសងមក៏ដូច កិច រធុរកិច។
Bee Venom Serum ផលិតផលេលកស មស់ែស កមុខនិងក
តវ ន ំចូលពី បេទស New Zealand សំ ប់ បមុខ
និងក េ ប ន ំងបុរស និង សី។ ជួយេលកកំពស់សុខ ពែស កមុខ និងក
ពម ំងេលកស មស់ែស ក ត់បនយ ព ជីវ ជញ ក ចម៏រយុ
េ យេធឲ ែស ក នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់ ប ំងនឹង ព ស់េ មវយ័
េហយ ន ព យ សលកុង រេ ប ស់។

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ មប  ឱសថ ននិង ៉តU
Care,ឱសថ ន Help Plus គប់  
េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។

េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។
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ស័យ ន កមហុ៊ន ផះេលខC-19, បុរ ីរទិិ ទួលសែង ផូវចូលA2 (សីុធីហូល
City Golf).
Tel: 012 716359/ 016 899 118

Bee Pure Bee Venom Serum:

Bee Pure Bee Venom Serum is the secret ingredient to looking youthful
for longer. Applied first thing after cleansing and toning, Bee Pure Bee
Venom Serum produces a micro-swelling of the skin that instantly air-
brushes your appearance. At the same time, the skin is tricked into
increasing collagen and elastin production by the presence of melittin,
which is the toxin in bee venom.

* Plumps skin to reduce the signs of ageing

* Stimulates muscles to visibly tighten and lift skin

* Helps with UV damage and pigmentation

* Supports long-term cellular renewal

* Dermatologically tested

* Suitable for all skin types

Price USD 85.00

Bee Pure Bee Venom Face Mask, 50gms

Description

ស មស់ែស កមុខនិងក
ែផកមួយៃន របេងតេ ភ័ណ ពកុង រ ក់ ញែភកអកដ៏ៃទឲ ចូលចិតកុង រ ស័យ

ទំ ក់ទំនងលកុង រ រកុងសងមក៏ដូច កិច រធុរកិច។
Bee Venom Face Mask ផលិតផលេលកស មស់ែស កមុខនិងក
តវ ន ំចូលពី បេទស New Zealand បេភទ Cream សំ ប់ បមុខ
និងក េ ប ន ំងបុរស និង សី។ ជួយេលកកំពស់សុខ ពែស កមុខ និងក
ពម ំងេលកស មស់ែស ក ត់បនយ ព ជីវ ជញ ក ចម៏រយុ
េ យេធឲ ែស ក នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់ ប ំងនឹង ព ស់។

េ កអក ចរកទិញ នេ មប  ឱសថ ននិង ៉តU
Care,ឱសថ ន Help Plus គប់  
េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។

េដម ីទទួល ន ព យ សលកុង រែណ ំពីរេប បេ ប េ ក
េ ក សី ចអេ ញមក កមហុ៊នេ យ ល់ក៏ ន។

ស័យ ន កមហុ៊ន ផះេលខC-19, បុរ ីរទិិ ទួលសែង ផូវចូលA2 (សីុធីហូល
City Golf).

Tel: 012 716359/ 016 899 118

Bee Pure Bee Venom Face Mask:

Bee Pure Bee Venom Face Mask uses the highest-grade New Zealand
bee venom and UMF 20+ manuka honey to deliver both immediate and
long-term benefits for your appearance. The micro-swelling effect of bee
venom plumps your skin, which reduces the appearance of lines and
wrinkles for younger and better looking skin.

* Plumps skin to reduce the appearance of lines and wrinkles

* Firms and visibly lifts the skin

* Helps with UV damage and pigmentation

* Visibly reduces pore size

* Supports long-term cellular renewal

* Dermatologically tested

* Suitable for all skin types
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C4DERM COLLAGEN

Description

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; to remove wrinkles and freckles best product to
eliminate the signs of aging, remove wrinkles, freckles and freckles.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; is a protein that plays a key role in maintaining
the health and beauty of skin.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; contributes to maintain skin elasticity and
prevents the appearance of wrinkles on the skin of the face every time
your facial expressions as he maintain a youthful appearance to your skin.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; fills the wrinkle lines.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; helps to get strong and healthy skin because it
works to increase the protein in the body and build healthy skin.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; skin strength at the level of collagen in the
skin, and at the lack of collagen leads to dry skin and loss of luster.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; so when collagen drink consumption on a daily
basis leads to thin and soft skin Kphrh such children.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; keeps substance collagen drink freshness and
flexibility of skin complexion, and resist the emergence of different
wrinkles in it.

*C4DERM Collagen Drink; removes most of the effects of wilting, and
pallor caused by aging around the lips and eyes area.

C4HAIR Collagen

Description

C4HAIR Collagen: បេភទទឹក សំ ប់ជួយដល់ របណុះសក់
ស មស់និងសុខ ពសក់។

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; which helps improve the health of the hair and
get long hair healthy and natural.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; it works to increase the protein in the body and
build a strong and solid hair.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; increases the level and intensity of hair growth.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; for her dedicated to the more beautiful and
strong hair.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; for hair contains a high degree of dietary
supplements for hair stylish and beautiful.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; for hair working to increase the protein in the
body and build a normal and healthy hair.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; helps to improve the healthy and long hair.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; hair enhances the level of collagen in the hair
follicles.

* C4HAIR Collagen Drink; when drinking it on a daily basis leads to a long,
strong hair and maintains its colour and brilliance and luster.

Price USD 215.50

Bee Pure Venom Products

Description

Bee Pure Venom Products ផលិតផលេ គ ងសំ ង ំចូលពី បេទស New
Zealand ែដល នគុណ ពខស់កុង រេលកស មស់និងសុខ ពែស កមុខ
ក របស់េ ក េ ក សី។
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Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for
Frizz Free, 250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Frizz Free Hair (UK
Product) បូ៊កក់សក់ សំ ប់សក់អ សដី សក់រញួ សក់ ក ញ់
ជួយឲ សក់ នស ប់ ប់ល បំប៉នសក់ ព លសក់
ព លែស កក ល ព ងឹងគល់សក់ េធឲ រនគល់សក់រមួតូច
សក់ទន់សិតរ ស់ រក ពណ៌សក់ ជួយឲ សក់ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
បេងនស មស់សក់េ យ ពរេលបរេ ង
ពិេសសជួយ ត់បនយ ព នតឹងកុង រមណ៏

ឬប រជមឺតប់ បម៉ល់(Stress=>Depression)។ េ កអក
នឹង ន រមណ៏ សស់ យេ យេពលកក់សក់រចួ
ពិេសសេលគុណ ព ចទុកចិត ន
ពិេសសេលគុណ ព ចទុកចិត ន។

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Frizz Free contains Elm tree
bark proanthocyanidines that resist oxidative stress related damages to
hair and creates lustrous, shiny healthy looking hair.

***Stress related damage can be happen to anyone’s one hair and leave it
looking messy and unhealthy. Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related
damage from many sources: seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea
water, chemical treatments, or bleach, harsh brushing, constant perm,
dyes, blow dry, hot curling, straightening iron.

Oxidative Stress related damages may make hair rough, dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color, shine and
elasticity.
Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Frizz Free contains Elm tree
bark proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to
hair. 

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Frizz Free creates lustrous,
shiny healthy looking hair and protects against humidity for frizz control
with a glossy appearance and conditioning benefits for a healthy and
manageable style.

Directions: Apply on wet hair. Massage gently for a couple of minutes till
foaming. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo
Anti-Dandruff, 250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo Anti-Dandruff (UK Product)
បូ៊កក់សក់ បំប៉នសក់ ព លសក់ ព លែស កក ល បំ ត់អែងរ

កមរ ស់ ព ងឹងគល់សក់ េធឲ រនគល់សក់រមួតូច សក់ទន់សិតរ ស់
រក ពណ៌សក់ ពន េពលសូវសក់ ជួយឲ សក់ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
បេងនស មស់សក់េ យ ពរេលបរេ ង
ពិេសសជួយ ត់បនយ ព នតឹងកុង រមណ៏

ឬប រជមឺតប់ បម៉ល់(Stress=>Depression)។ េ កអក
នឹង ន រមណ៏ សស់ យេ យេពលកក់សក់រចួ។ 

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Anti-Dandruff (revitalizes
stress related hair damages).

***Stress related damage can be happen to anyone’s one hair and leave it
looking messy and unhealthy. Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related
damage from many sources: seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea
water, chemical treatments, or bleach, harsh brushing, constant perm,
dyes, blow dry, hot curling, straightening iron.
Oxidative Stress related damages may make hair rough, dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color, shine and
elasticity.
Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Anti-Dandruff contains Elm
tree bark proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to
hair and revitalizes hair, improves scalp conditions, clears dandruff, stops
hair loss and improves regrowth of hair.

Directions: Apply on wet hair. Massage gently for a couple of minutes till
foaming. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.
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Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for
Dry & Dyed Hair, 250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Dry & Dyed Hair (UK
Product) បូ៊កក់សក់ សំ ប់សក់សួត សក់ បពណ៌ បំប៉នសក់
ព លសក់ ព លែស កក ល ព ងឹងគល់សក់ េធឲ រនគល់សក់រមួតូច
សក់ទន់សិតរ ស់ រក ពណ៌សក់ ជួយឲ សក់ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
បេងនស មស់សក់េ យ ពរេលបរេ ង
ពិេសសជួយ ត់បនយ ព នតឹងកុង រមណ៏

ឬប រជមឺតប់ បម៉ល់(Stress=>Depression)។ េ កអក
នឹង ន រមណ៏ សស់ យេ យេពលកក់សក់រចួ
ពិេសសេលគុណ ព ចទុកចិត ន។

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Dry & Dyed Hair (revitalizes
stress related hair damages).

***Stress related damage can be happen to anyone’s one hair and leave it
looking messy and unhealthy. Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related
damage from many sources: seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea
water, chemical treatments, or bleach, harsh brushing, constant perm,
dyes, blow dry, hot curling, straightening iron.

Oxidative Stress related damages may make hair rough, dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color, shine and
elasticity.

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Dry & Dyed Hair contains
Elm tree bark proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related
damages to hair. Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Dry & Dyed
Hair revitalizes hair, improves scalp conditions, moisturizes dry hair and
improves feature of dyed hair and gloss.

Directions: Apply on wet hair. Massage gently for a couple of minutes till
foaming. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for
Oily Hair, 250ml

Description

REVIGEN Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Oily Hair (UK Product)
បូ៊កក់សក់ សំ ប់សក់េ បង ែស កក ល ន រ តុ ញ់េ ចន

បំប៉នសក់ ព លសក់ ព លែស កក ល ព ងឹងគល់សក់
េធឲ រនគល់សក់រមួតូច សក់ទន់សិតរ ស់ រក ពណ៌សក់
ពន េពលសូវសក់ ជួយឲ សក់ នសំេណ ម គប់ ន់
បេងនស មស់សក់េ យ ពរេលបរេ ង
ពិេសសជួយ ត់បនយ ព នតឹងកុង រមណ៏

ឬប រជមឺតប់ បម៉ល់(Stress=>Depression)។ េ កអក
នឹង ន រមណ៏ សស់ យេ យេពលកក់សក់រចួ
ពិេសសេលគុណ ព ចទុកចិត ន។

Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Oily Hair (revitalizes stress
related hair damages).

***Stress related damage can be happen to anyone’s one hair and leave it
looking messy and unhealthy. Hair is vulnerable to oxidative stress related
damage from many sources: seasonal changes, cold dry winter, salty sea
water, chemical treatments, or bleach, harsh brushing, constant perm,
dyes, blow dry, hot curling, straightening iron.

Oxidative Stress related damages may make hair rough, dry, brittle,
breaks easily, leads split ends, lacks vibrant look, color, shine and
elasticity away.
Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Oily Hair contains Elm tree
bark proanthocyanidins that resist oxidative stress related damages to
hair.
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Revigen Anti-Stress Hair Care Shampoo for Oily Hair revitalizes hair,
improves scalp conditions, clears oil without drying hair, prevents greasy
look, give hair softer, silkier look.

Directions: Apply on wet hair. Massage gently for a couple of minutes till
foaming. Rinse thoroughly with warm water.

Enjoy Kids’ Sun Cream

Description

Nano particles of Titanium Dioxide and Organic Sun Screens offer a very
high protection from UVA and UVB radiation of sunlight. Special Formula
of Enjoy Kids’ Sun Cream provides all day long very high protection and
makes it resistant to sweating and swimming. Special dermanutrients
Panthenol (Vitamin B5), Niacinamide (Vitamin B3), Vitamin E, Vitamin C,
Liquorice, Green Tea, CoQ10, Allantoin, Resveratrol, Bisabolol, Lemon
and Jojoba Oils moisturize, soothe and care the skin.

-Fragrance-Parabens Free
-Dermatologically Tested
-Non - Phototoxic
-Non - Photoallergic
-Mineral & Organic Sunscreens

Enjoy Sun Cream SPF 50+

Description

Nano particles of Titanium Dioxide and Organic Sun Screens offer a high
protection from UVA and UVB radiation of sun light. Special Formula of
Enjoy Sun Cream SPF 50+ provides all day ultimate sunlight defence and
makes it resistant to sweating, swimming. Dermanutrients Panthenol
(Vitamin B5), Niacinamide (Vitamin B3), Vitamin E, Vitamin C, Allantoin,
Bisabolol, Resveratrol, Green Tea EGCG rich Extract, CoQ10,
Licochalcone A, Soy and Jojoba Oils moisture, soothe and care the skin.
Ingredient rich formula provides intensive care and hydration to sun
sensitive skin.

-Parabens Free
-Dermatologically Tested
-Non - Phototoxic
-Non - Photoallergic
-Mineral & Organic Sunscreens

Mobile Phone +855 16 89 91 18
Mobile Phone +855 12 95 88 85
E-Mail info@adgreenkh.com
E-Mail sam@adgreenkh.com
Website www.adgreenkh.com

Adgreen International Corporation

Phnom Penh, No. C19, Street. A2 (Borey Rith), Boeung Salang Village, Sangkat
Russey Keo, Khan Russey Keo, 12104

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/AdGreenCambodia/
FB Messenger https://m.me/AdGreenCambodia/
Digital Pages

https://cambodia-pages.com/listings/khmer74577-adgreen-
international-corporation

Adgreen International Corporation
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